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CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS FOR
LAGUERRE EXPANSIONS

BY

BENJAMIN MUCKENHOUPTO)

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to study a natural conjugate

function for a function with a Laguerre polynomial expansion. Theorems similar

to the well-known ones for conjugate Fourier expansions and theorems in [2] and

[4] for Gegenbauer and Hermite expansions are proved. As in the other cases, it is

proved that the mapping from a function to its conjugate function or its conjugate

Poisson integral is a bounded operator in LP with the appropriate measure for

1</;<oo. The conjugate Poisson integral converges in Lp norm and pointwise

almost everywhere to the conjugate function. Substitute results for the case of L1

are also proved. This leads to the possibility of an 77" theory for Laguerre expan-

sions and analogues of the other theorems concerning the classical conjugate

function.

If/(y) is in L1{e~yya) on (0, oo) and a> — 1, the Poisson integral defined in [3]

will be used and in §2 a definition of the conjugate Poisson integral,/(x, y), will be

given for x>0. Notation and estimates are given in §2 that are needed in the other

sections.

In §3 the existence of/(x, y) for any/(y) in L1{e~yya) is proved. If/(y) has

Laguerre expansion 2 o„££(y), then, as shown in [2], for each x>0,/(x, y) has

Laguerre expansion 2 an exp ( — x\/ri)Ln{y). In §3, f{x, y)j\/y is shown to have

Laguerre expansion

^ -ane\p{-x^ri)Lttn*\{y)

As in [2] and [3], defining/(x, y) to be \/y times the sum of this series would have

been unsatisfactory since the series may diverge for all y for some x>0 and/(y)

inLp{e-yya), X^p<2.

It was shown in [3] that for x>0

(...) %¿W-|[«-v*«]-o.

It is shown in §3 that

(1.2) ^l^LL + {Vy) JL   (¿ty-, Í. [e-yya + ll2f(Xí ^   =  Q>
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and that the analogues of the Cauchy Riemann equations

(1.3) SSg22 = eyy-° JL [e-»y+v*f{x, y)]

and

n 4n dfjx, y) _ -I ef{x, y)
y     ' By Vy     8x

are valid for x>0. Equation (1.4) can also be written in the form

(1.5) %&& = -*y—1 ¿ [e-»y+ 1'a/(*. y)].

Because of (1.3) and (1.5), it might seem more natural to define e"vya + 1,2/(x, y)

as the conjugate integral. Since the norm inequalities are true for/(x, y), however,

it is the conjugate integral that will be used.

In §4 a lemma about the conjugate Poisson kernel is stated so that general

theorems proved in [2] and [3] can be applied to this case. Unfortunately, the

expressions that arise present considerable technical difficulty since they are

complicated and include Bessel functions. The principal term that arises is, how-

ever, almost the same as the kernel considered in [2] for the Hermite case. This is

the hardest part to estimate and use can be made of the results in [2]. The other

terms are numerous; a description of how they can all be estimated is given in §§5,

6 and 7.

Finally in §8 the lemma is used to show that /(x, y) is dominated by a Hardy

max function plus a sup of singular integrals. This is then used to prove the various

norm and convergence properties in the same way as that was done in [2]. The

conjugate function,/(y), is defined as limx.,0+ /(x, y) and facts about it are proved.

2. Definitions and notation. It will be assumed throughout this paper that a is

a fixed number greater than — 1, that y and z are nonnegative and 0<r< 1. C will

denote a constant depending only on a but not necessarily the same at each occur-

rence. If/(y) is in L1{e~yya) on (0, oo), the Poisson integral,/(x, y), will be defined

as it was in (4.21) of [3] as

(2.1) f{x,y)= r Pfi
Jo

z)e zza dz

where

(2.2) £ = £ U{x, r)

and

xexp

(2.3) U{x, r) =

exp(^(z±£))/g(M^)

(l-r)(ryz)a/2

Í—Ï\A log r)

dr,

27T1'2r( - log r)3'2

and Ia{x) = i~aJa{ix) is the usual Bessel function of an imaginary argument.
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Using (5.1.15), p. 101 of [6] shows that

r»Ll{y)Ll{z)

405

(2.4) £ =  f i/(x, r) §
Jo n = o

dr;

r,.+.>("~)

in fact (2.2) was originally obtained from this. Formula (4.20) of [3] is

(2.5) t/(x, r)rn dr = exp {-xy/ri).

Now, (7.6.11), p. 176 of [6] shows that for a fixed C>0

(2.6) Ll{x) = 0{na + l!i),       0 g x g C.

Because of (2.5), (2.6) and the dominated convergence theorem, the summation

and integration can be interchanged in (2.4). This and (2.5) then gives

(2.7)
exp{-xVn)Lan(y)Lan(z)

T(a+1) CD
x > 0.

The following facts about Ia will be used. From [7, p. 77]

(2.8) Ia{z) = {^riY{a+l) + Oiza + 2),       0 < z Ú 1,

and from [7, p. 203],

ez

(2.9) Liz) [l+Oíz-1)],        láz.
VOz)

To estimate 7á(z), use is made of the fact, [7, p. 79 (2)], that

£00 = Wa-l{z) + Ia+i{z)].

Combining this with (2.8) and (2.9) then shows that

(2.10) I'a{z) = {^zr-il2Y{a) + 0{z" + l),       0 < z ^ X,

and

ez

(2.11) I'aiz) [l + 0(z-i)],        l£z.
■s/{2ttz)

To make the conjugate Poisson integral,/(x, y), satisfy (1.4), it is clear that it

should be defined by

(2.12)

where

(2.13) = ^yii

f{x,y) = ^qf{z)e-*za dz

r{X-rW{-Xogr){ryzf
dr.
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Expression (2.13) is obtained from (2.2) by differentiating with respect to y,

integrating with respect to x, formally interchanging operations, using the fact

obtained from (1.3) that q should approach 0 when x approaches oo, and multi-

plying by — Vy. Fhe existence of the integral in (2.12) and the fact that/(x, y)

satisfies (1.4) are not obvious; these questions will be treated in §3.

The following definitions will be useful in the discussion of q:

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

and

(2.17)

VU-r)
v<- exp

\4 log r)

s = Wy)

b = exp

v =

ogr)

,.(ME!)exp(^±£!)

by I r{X-rfl2{ryzf

-ry + 2\/{ryz)-rz

(1-r) )

bWz-Viry))
27Tll2{l-r)2{Vr){yz)al2 + lli

When b is estimated the following alternate forms will be used:

(2.18) b = e"exp(-(Vy-V(^))2/(l-'0)

and

(2.19) b = e*exp{-{Vz-Viry))2lil-r)).

Finally, define d as the value of r in (0, 1) for which 2\/{ryz)/{X —r)= X.

Since 2-\/{ryz)j{l — r) is monotone increasing in r for 0<r< 1, d is greater than

a value of r that makes 2-\/(ryz)/(l —r)< 1 and less than a value of r that makes

2\/{ryz)l{X —r)> 1. This gives easily the facts that

(2.20) l/8yz < d < l\Ayz,       yz ^ 3/4

and

(2.21) max (1/8, l-2V(yz)) < d < l-3V(yz)/4, 0 < yz -¿ 5/4.

The value of d is needed since the argument of the Bessel function in q is 2y/{ryz)\

(1— r), and the estimates to be used for the Bessel function depends on whether

the argument is greater or less than 1.

With the given notation the kernel q can be written as

(2.22) -j: ws dr.
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Performing the differentiation in the definition of í and using (2.8)—(2.11) now

shows that

{X-rf + 512 \ +X-ry
(2.23)

and

¿°(7z+vb)
(2.24) s = ^-g/2-1/4 + (1_,;(Vr)(r;zr2 + ̂         * * ' < L

3. Simpler facts about the conjugate Poisson integral. These are stated in the

following theorem.

Theorem 1. For a fixed y > 0, a > — 1 and a>0, \q\ is bounded for z > 0 and x^a.

Iff{y) is in L\e~vya) on [0, oo), then f{x, y) exists for every positive x and y and

(1.2)—(1.4) are valid. Iff{y) has Laguerre expansion 2 anL„{y), then for each x>0,

f{x, y)ly/y bas the Laguerre expansion

(31) y  -anexp{-xVn)Llt\{y)

n=l yjn

If X^p<2, there exists an f{y) in Lp{e~yya) such that for some positive x (3.1)

diverges for every y. If x>0 and f{y) is in L2{e~yya), then (3.1) converges to

f{x, y)IVyfor almost every y.

This will be proved in the order that it is stated. Using (2.23) and (2.24) in (2.22)

expresses q as the sum of an integral from 0 to d and one from d to 1. In the first of

these integrals use the fact that exp ( — rz/(l — r))á 1 ; in the second use (2.18) and

the facts that \?z- VOy) ̂  Vz+ VOy) and 1/V(ryz) Û 2/(1 -r). Then using the fact

that (1— r)j — log r5= 1 shows that \q\ is bounded by a constant times the sum of

(3.2) Wy) [ O -r)--(l +T^) exp (g*) exp (^) dr

and

Jo V(i-O20-yz)a,2+1/4(13) e"Jo Vr{X-r)2{ryzfl2 + ili *'

By considering separately 0 < r < \ and \ ^ r < X and replacing  — log r by a

suitable multiple of 1 — r in the second case, it is clear that for a fixed k > 0

(3.4) exp (x2/4 log r) g C(l-r)fc(l+x-2fc).

Using (3.4) with k = 2 shows that \q\ is bounded by C(l + x~4) times the sum of

(3.5) Wy) [ {X-r)-^l2(l+~j exp {^j dr
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and

(3.6) 'Zexp
-(Vy-V(rz)y

1-r )(V-
z+Viry))

{Vr){ryz)al2 + lli
dr.

Since 1+x"4 is bounded for x¡ta, proving that (3.5) and (3.6) have bounds

independent of z will complete the proof of the first assertion in Theorem 1.

To treat (3.5) use (2.20). If yzä 1, c/S l/4yz and (3.5) has a bound independent

of z. If yz< 1, then z< 1/y and the integrand has a bound independent of z.

To estimate (3.6) several cases will be considered. If yzä 1 and zi=4y, there is a

bound for (3.6) independent of z since the integrand is a continuous function and z

lies in the compact interval [4y, 1/y]. If yz¡¡: X and z>4y, (2.20) shows that (3.6)

is bounded by

riylz

Juayz
2V(z/r)(l+y 2)dr + é IJim

-rzl2 2Vz
{ryzf v dr.

Both of these integrals are easily seen to have bounds independent of z by making

the substitution rz = u. If l/ló^yzgl or if yz^ 1/16 and z^\y, there is a bound

for (3.6) independent of z by continuity. Finally if yz^ 1/16 and z<\y, (2.21)

shows that (3.6) is bounded by

Ce I
exp Gift))^

2j<yz)     {yzY
dr.

Replacing r by the lower limit of integration, it is clear that the integrand is bounded

for 0 < z < iy.

The existence of/(x, y) for x>0 follows immediately from the boundedness just

proved for q.

To prove that the differential equations (1.2)—(1.4) are valid, it is first necessary

to show that the kernels dPjdx, SP/dy, dqjdx, ôq/dy, d2q/dx2 and d2q¡dy2 can be

obtained from the definitions of £ and q, (2.2) and (2.13), by differentiating under

the integral sign. In a suitable neighborhood of any positive x, y and z the differen-

tiated integrands are all bounded by C/r(l — log r)3'2; this can be shown easily by

using (2.8)—(2.11) and the equation given for I'a{z). This justifies the differentiation

under the integral sign. Following the procedure just used on q with a few changes

in the details, all the kernels mentioned above can be shown to be bounded in z

for a fixed y and 0<o^x^a_1. This justifies the computation of the various

derivatives needed in (1.2)—(1.4) by differentiating under the integral sign in the

definitions of/(x,y) and/(x,y), (2.1) and (2.12). The equalities (1.2)-(1.4) then

follow from the fact that the kernels that arise are the same. In the case of (1.4)

the equality of the kernels is immediate; for (1.2) and (1.3) an integration by parts

must be performed to make this apparent.
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Starting with (2.7) and using (2.6) to justify the interchange of operations, it is

clear that

nrk a _ V  -exp(-xV«)(Vy)£gii(y)£g(z)
*•    ' ¿- ln + a\(V»)r(«+i)( „ )

and

(3.8) £° qLan+-l{y)e-yya + 112 dy = -(V") exp (-xyV«00

for x > 0.

To prove that (3.1) is the Laguerre expansion of/(x, y)IVy> (3-8) and Fubini's

theorem will be used. To justify the use of Fubini's theorem, first, the estimate

(3.9) t* t exp f-(vW(rzOT ¿y % c+ c^i
J(i-r)2/4r2 L \—r        J

will be proved for a fixed a> — 1. If z< 1, replacing the lower limit of integration

by 0 and the exponential term by exp [X—{\/{y)—X)2], shows that the left side of

(3.9) is bounded by a constant. If z^ 1 and r< l/6z, then (1 — r)2/4rz>4rz so that

the exponential can be replaced by e~yli. The lower limit can then be replaced by

0 and the resulting integral is bounded. If zï 1 and r 3: l/6z, the integral is bounded

by the sum of integrals of the same integrand over [0, 6rz] and [6rz, co). In the

first of these replace the exponential by 1 ; in the second replace it by e'yli. Both

parts then are bounded by Cza + 1. This completes the proof of (3.9).

Next, it will be shown that for a fixed n that

(3.10) i" \qe-yy° + ll2Ll + 1{y)\ dy ^ C{X +zc){X +x~c).

To prove this, majorize |££ + 1(y)| by Cyn + Cand \q\ by the sum of (3.2) and (3.3).

Replacing the upper limit of (3.2) by 1 and inverting the order of integration, the

estimate (3.10) follows easily for this part. The part contributed by (3.3) is estimated

by reversing the order of integration, replacing the ryz term by (1 — r)2 if a> — \

and using (3.9).

Now if/(z) has a Laguerre expansion, f{z)e~zza + k is integrable on [0, co) for

every nonnegative integer k. An inspection of (3.10) then shows that

\e-*z«f{z)qe-yy« + i<2Lant\{y)\

is integrable as a function of y and z if x > 0. This allows the use of Fubini's

theorem and (3.8) to obtain

(3.11) J*o°7(x, y)e-yy°^2Llt\{y) dy = =^ exp (_^y„)r(«+2)(^)

provided that x>0. This is equivalent to the statement that (3.1) is the Laguerre

expansion of/(x, y)¡\/y for x>0.
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The last two assertions are proved in the same way that the corresponding

statements in [3, Lemma 4] were proved.

4. A basic lemma. The norm inequalities and the convergence theorems for

/(x, y) depend upon the following lemma.

Lemma. For every x ä 0, q can be written as the sum of two functions, j{x, y, z)

and k{x, y, z)ezz~a, with the following properties. The function \j{x, y, z)\ is bounded

by a constant times a function, n{y, z), that is independent ofx, is monotone increasing

in zfor z<y and is monotone decreasing in zfor z>y. Furthermore, \ ̂  e ~ zzan{y, z) dz

has a bound independent of y. The function k{x,y,z) = 0 if \y — z\ g min {£, ly),

k{x, y, y + h)= — k{x, y, y — h) and (y — z)k{x, y, z) {defined as 0 for y = z) asa

function of z has total variation bounded by a constant independent of x and y.

Let K{x, y, z) be the odd part of the conjugate Poisson kernel for Hermite

expansions for z near y as defined in (3.15) of [2]. Let M denote min (ly, F). Then

define the function k as

k{x, y, z) =-j—r--» y-M < z < y,

y < z < y + M,
(4.1) -£jqx,Vy,V(2y-z))

2Vy

= 0, |y-z| ^ M.

That k has the first two properties asserted in the lemma is immediate. To prove

the third, observe that for y — A7<z<y,

{z-y)k{x, y, z) = VZ2^y Wy~Vz)K{ix, Vy, Vzl

For this range of z {\/z + Vy)ßVy 's uniformly bounded and has uniformly

bounded variation by inspection. The term {\/y — \/z)K{jX, \/y, \/z) is uniformly

bounded and has uniformly bounded variation since, as shown in §6 of [2],

{y — z)K{x,y,z) has these properties. Therefore, {z—y)k{x,y,z) has uniformly

bounded variation for z<y and by symmetry it has uniformly bounded variation

for all z.

The function j{x, y, z) must then be defined to be q — ezz~ak{x, y, z). It will be

shown in §§5, 6 and 7 that if the constant C is properly chosen, then \j{x, y, z)|

^ Cn{y, z) for x ̂  0 where for 0 < y ̂  1

n{y,z) = y-""1, 0 < z ^ 3y/4,

- y"«"1 log (y/|y-z|), 3y/4 < z ^ 5y/4,

(4.2) = Wy)z-a-312, 5y/4 < z ^ 2,

= 0Vy)2-a-2, 2 < z
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and for y > 1

"<* Z) = Vy{2a + A)^' 0 < z ^ min (« + 2, ^)>

= Vyzae+il22a + i' a + 2<zú T

(4.3) =Ml+W^r2\ T<z^-*'

= e"y-«(l-log|y-z|), y-i < z ^ y + 1,

= eyy~a, y+i < z.

It is easy to verify that n{y, z) has the asserted properties since ezz'a~112 is monotone

increasing for z Sr a + \.

All that remains to prove in the lemma is the inequality \j{x, y, z)\ ^ Cn{y, z).

Since k{x, y, z) is zero for |y —z| äly, this can be done by proving the following

three inequalities :

(4.4) \q\^Cn{y,z),       \y-z\ ^ ly,

wv dr(4.5) L-p
I       Jo

I r1
(4.6) wv dr — k{x, y, z)ezz

I Jo

g Cn{y,z),       \y-z\ < ly,

g, Cn{y,z),       \y-z\ < ly.

These inequalities will be proved in §§5, 6 and 7 respectively.

5. Proof of (4.4). Using (2.22) and the fact that \w{x, r)| S¡ 1, it is sufficient to

prove that

\s\dr g Cn{y,z)   for |y-z| ^ ly.
Jo

To use the estimates (2.23) and (2.24) it is necessary to prove separately the

inequalities

(5.1) i"1 \s\drúCn{y,z),       \y-z\ ^ ly,
Jo

and

(5.2) J^ \s\ dr Ú Cn{y,z),       \y-z\ ^ ly.

To prove (5.1), use (2.23). If y> 1 and z> 1, use (2.20), the fact obtained from

(2.20) that r<\ and the fact that the exponential is bounded by 1, to show that the

integral is bounded by Cy~112. Otherwise, make the substitution w = (y + z)/(l—r)

and then change the upper limit to oo. If y+zS 1, use the fact that for x^ 1

/•CO

(5.3) uae~u du g Cxae
Jx
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where C depends only on a. This shows that the integral is bounded by

C(Vy)(l+z)/(y+z)

in this case. If y + z< X, the integral is easily seen to be bounded by

cvyl{y+z)a+312.

In all of these cases (5.1) is true.

To prove (5.2), observe by use of (2.24) and (2.17) that for |y —z|^ly and

r^d,

(5.4)        kl s {ryzr^L)2 [^-^^+vw}

Four cases will be considered in proving (5.2): case A, yz> 1, z^3y/4; case B,

yz>l, z^5y/4; case C, yz^l, z^3y/4; case D, yz^l, z^5y/4. For case A the

integral in (5.2) will be split into integrals over the intersection of [d, X] with

[0, z/2y], [z/2y, 5z/4y], [5z/4y, 15/16] and [15/16, 1]. For case B the integral will be

split into integrals over the intersection of [d, 1] with [0, y/2z], [y/2z, 6y/5z],

[6y/5z, 24/25] and [24/25, 1]. For cases C and D the integral will not be split.

These ten integrals to be considered will be called integrals 1 to 10 respectively.

For each of these ten integrals (5.4) will be used. Expressions that majorize the

variable terms on the right side of (5.4) will now be given to replace those terms

and make the ten integrals simple to estimate. The exponential of the following

quantities will be used respectively as estimates for b in the ten integrals:

_ C{z-ry)2 Cy
z—Cz,    z-=^->    z-Cry,    z — —^—,    y-Cy,

z X—r

_              Cz Cy ,    _     Cz
y,   y—Crz,   y — -->    C — -~-   and    C-

X—r X—r X—r

The first eight of these are easily obtained from (2.18) or (2.19). The ninth is

obvious if r> .9 or y > 5, and the C's can be adjusted to make it true if r S .9 and

y ^5. The tenth is like the ninth. Replace the long expression in brackets in (5.4)

by C\/y in integrals 4 and 9, by {C\z — ry\ +C)l\/z in 2, by C\/{ry) in 3 and by

C\/z in the rest. For these and the next set of estimates considerable use is made of

the fact that r ä d so that 2\/(ryz)/(l — r) ^ 1. Replace the ryz term in the denomina-

tor by Cz2 in 2, by Cyz in 9 and 10, by Cy2 in 6 and by C in the others. Leave the

X—r term unchanged in integrals 4, 8, 9 and 10 and replace it by C in the others.

By performing the integrations and considering appropriate cases, integrals 1, 4,

5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are seen to be bounded by Cn{y, z). If integral 2 has a nonempty

interval of integration, dg 5z/4y, and (2.20) shows that z is bounded below. Making

the substitution u= \z — ry\/\/z and using (5.3) will give the estimate for integral 2.

For integral 3, note that by (2.20) the lower limit is greater than l/8yz if z is small,

substitute u = ry and use (5.3). For integral 6, y is bounded below as z was in 2.
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With these suggestions it is easy to complete the proof of (5.2) and, therefore, of

(4.4).

6. Proof of (4.5). The approach here is similar to that in §5. Again, since

\w{x, r)|^l, it is sufficient to prove that J¿ \s — v\ drgCn{y, z) for \y — z|<ly.

The difference between (2.23) and (2.24) requires that the integral be split up and

the form of (2.24) requires that the second part be rewritten. Consequently, (4.5)

will be proved by proving that for \y — z\ <!y

(6.1) ^{\s\ + \v\)dr^Cn{y,z)

and

(6.2) p(|j-OT—"at-1'4| + |»| \r""2-ll,l-l\) dr g Cn{y,z).

To prove (6.1), observe that the proof of (5.1) is valid for the first part of (6.1).

This reduces the proof of (6.1) to the proof that

(6.3) J"* |v| dr g Cn{y, z),        \y-z\ < ly.

If y> 1, use (2.17), replace b by ez if z<y or by ey if z>y, replace Vz~Viry) by

Cv> and X-r by C. Using the fact that yz>3/4, (2.20) shows that dg X/Ayz and

the left side of (6.3) is bounded by Cy~a~1ez if z<y and by Cy~a~1ey if z>y.

This is sufficient to prove (6.3) for y> 1. If yú 1, replace b by 1 and \/z— \/{ry)

by C-\/y. Since yz<5/4, (2.21) shows that d<X—3\/{yz)/A and the integral is

easily seen to be less than Cy'"'1. This completes the proof of (6.3) and, therefore,

of (6.1).

Making use of the fact that for a fixed a\ 1 -ra\ g C{X +ra){X -r), the fact that

\y — z\ <!y, (2.17) and (2.24), the integrand in (6.2) is found to be bounded by

Cfey[(ry)-1'2 + (l+r"/2 + ̂ )|Vz-V(ry)i]

y    ' (l-r)(ryz)a/2 + 3'4

Three cases will be considered in proving (6.2): case A, y>l, 3y/4<z<y;

case B, y> 1, y <z< 5y/4; case C, y g 1. For case A the integral in (6.2) will be split

into integrals over

[¿,1/3],        [l/3,(3z-y)/2y],        [(3z-y)/2y, (y + z)/2y]    and    [(y + z)/2y, 1].

For case B the integral will be split into integrals over [d, \], [\, (3y —z)/2z],

[(3y-z)/2z, (y + z)/2z], and [(y + z)/2z, 1]. For case C the integral will not be split.

These nine integrals to be considered will be called integrals 1 to 9 respectively.

As in the proof of (5.2), replacements for the various terms in (6.4) will be given

for each of these integrals.
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The replacements for b are not quite so obvious in this case as they were in the

proof of (5.2). For the first four integrals use the fact obtained from (2.19) that

bgez exp (— C{z — ry)2/y(l— r)). Now z —ry = (z —y)+y(l—r). In the first and

second integrals y(l—r)^3|z—y|/2 so that (z-ry)2^Cy2(l — r)2 while in the

fourth integral \z — y\ ^2y(l— r) and {z — ry)2^C{y — z)2. Therefore, b can be

replaced by the exponential of z — Cy, z — Cy{X—r) and z—C{y — z)2jy{X—r) in

the first, second and fourth integrals respectively. For the third, since y — z^

2y(l — r)/3, b can be replaced by ez exp ( — C{z — ry)2¡{y — z)). The same reasoning

permits the replacement of b in the fifth through eighth integrals respectively by

the exponential of y — Cz, y—Cz{X—r), y and y —C(z—y)2/z(l—r). For the ninth

integral replace b by exp (C— C{y — z)2\y{X— r))\ if y(l—r)<2|y —z|, this follows

from the previous reasoning, while if y(l— r)^2|y — z\, adjusting the first C will

make it valid.

The term in brackets in the numerator of (6.4) can be replaced in the integrals

respectively by C times

yll2 + y-a,   y-1,2+y1,2(l-r),   y"1,2(l + \z-ry\),   y"1,2(l+y-z),

yil2 + y-",   y"1/2+y1,2(l-r),   y1/2,   y~ll2{X+z-y)   and   y"1'2.

The term ryz in the denominator of (6.4) should be replaced by C for the first and

fifth integrals and by Cy2 for the rest. Furthermore, 1 — r should be replaced by C

in the first and fifth integrals and by C\y — z\\y in the third and seventh integrals.

For those integrals that have a variable exponential term let that exponent be the

new variable in a change of variables. With this it is easy to show that all nine

integrals are bounded by Cn{y, z). This completes the proof of (4.5).

7. Proof of (4.6).    By making the change of variable r = s2 it is immediate that

(7.1) wv dr = \Q{\x, i/y, Vz){yz)-al2~1¡i

where Q is the conjugate Poisson kernel for Hermite polynomials defined in (3.5)

of [2]. Following the notation of [2] with J{x, y, z)=Q{x, y, z) — K{x, y, z)ez2 and

using (7.1), the left side of (4.6) is seen to be bounded by the sum of

(7.2) i|/ax,Vj,Vz)|(yzTa'2-1/4,

(7.3) i|A-(i-x, Vy, Vz)\e%yz)-al2-ill-z-ay-"2\

and

(7.4) \ky~il2K{\x, Vy, Vz)-Kx, y, z)\ezz~\

Proving that each of these is bounded by Cn{y, z) for \y — z\ <!y will complete

the proof of (4.6).

That (7.2) is bounded by Cn{y,z) for |y-z|<ly is immediate from the fact

that J{x, y, z) is bounded by the function L{y, z) defined in (3.13) and (3.14) of [2].
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By Lemma 4 of [2], (z—y)K{x, y, z) has uniformly bounded variation. Therefore,

(7.5) \K{x,y,z)\ è C\\z-y\.

Consequently,

(7.6) iy-ll2\mx, Vy, Vz)\ Ú C/|z-y|,       \y-z\ < ly.

Now the expression, |(yz)"a/2_1,4-z_ay"1,2|, in (7.3) is bounded by C|y — z|y-a_3'2

for \y — z|<ly. Combining this fact with (7.6) shows that (7.3) is bounded by

gZy-a-i for ly'y—y'zl <min (l,y-1'2) and is zero elsewhere. This is sufficient to

conclude that (7.3) is also bounded by Cn{y, z).

To treat (7.4) it is necessary to obtain several preliminary estimates. The first of

these is the fact that

for \y — z\ < 1/y and 0¿f¿l. Using the fact that ue~u< 1 for u positive, the left

side of (7.7) is bounded by |y —z|/(/y —z)2. If z^y this is sufficient for the proof.

If z<y and ?>(y + z)/2y, this expression is also sufficient for the proof since for

this case {ty — z)>\{y — z). If z<y and i^(y + z)/2y, then \y — z[/(l — t2)gy, and

this is sufficient.

The next inequality needed is

\y — z\ < min (l,y-1).(7.8) |[(y-z)ß(x,y,z)e-2]
\y-z\

By §6 of [2], the left side of (7.8) is bounded by expression (6.5) of [2]. The first

term of (6.5) of [2] clearly satisfies the desired inequality and the integral term does

also by use of Lemma 6 of [2] and (7.7).

Using (7.8) and the definition of K,

(7.9) |[(y-z)Ä-(x,y,z)] \y — z\ < min (l,y  x).
\y-A

Combining this with (7.5) then gives

(7.10) |A-3(x,y,z)| fk Cl{y-z)2,       \y-z\ < minOFy"1).

Now the proof of (7.4) is simple. If 3^ [y — z\ <ly, K{\x, Vy, Vz) is 0 since

\Vy— Vz\ >min (l,y-1'2) and A: is 0 since \y — z\ >min OK ly). Therefore, (7.4) is

bounded by Cn{y, z) in this case. If la \y — z\ <3, k is 0, and using (7.6) it is again

clear that (7.4) is bounded by Cn{y,z). If y —min(l, ly)<z<y, then by the

definition of &, (7.4) is zero. If y<z<y + min (1, ly), then the definition of A: and

the fact that A"(x, y, z)= - K{x, y, 2y — z) show that (7.4) is equal to

(7.11) tfz-'y-^KQx, Vy, Vz)-mx, Vy, 2Vy-Vi2y-z))\.
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It is easy to verify that \y — z\ <min (1, ly) implies that \Vz~Vy\ and

\{2Vy-Vi2y-z))-Vy\

are less than min (1, y-1'2). Consequently, the law of the mean can be applied to

(7.11) using the estimate (7.10) for the derivative. Now

(7.12) (2Vy-V(2y-z))-Vz-
2 Vy+V(2y -z)-Vz

This shows that the value of K3{\x, Vy, Vz) can be used in estimating (7.11)

since Vz 's less than 2Vy— V(2y — z). Furthermore, the right side of (7.12) is

easily seen to be bounded by C{y — z)2y~312. Combining all these facts shows that

(7.11) is bounded by Cezy~a~1 for y <z<y+ min (!, ly). This completes the proof

that (7.4) is bounded by Cn{y, z), and, therefore, completes the proof of (4.6).

8. Conjugate function theorems.    The principal results concerning the conjugate

Poisson integral,/(x,y), and its limit asx->0+,/(y), can now be stated.

Theorem 2. Let f{y) be in L\e~yya), a> -X, on [0, oo), and for a fixed y let M

denote min (!, ly). Define

(8,> ™-^TCr*
u*y     ]ye  zza dz

and let Ea = {y\supx>0 |/(x, y)\ >a}. Then there exists a constant, C, independent of

f such that

(a) |/(x,y)| á C(    sup     If f-&-£ dz +f*{y)\   for x > 0,

(b) f   e-V&áfl/IU,
Jec "

(c) lim /(x, y)=/(y)   exists for almost every y,
X-0 +

(d) lim f{z)q{0,y,z)e~zz" dz   exists for almost every y,
S-0+ J|y-2|>£

(e) i/ie /iwi'/i in (c) and (d) are equal for almost every y.

Theorem 3. Let f{y) be in Lp{e~~yya), X<p<ao, a> — 1 on [0, oo). Let x be

greater than 0 and let £(x, y, z) be the Poisson kernel defined in (2.2). Then there

exists constants, Ap, depending only on p such that

(a) lim  ||/(x,y)-/(y)||p = 0,
X-.0 +

(b) \\f{y)l g Ap\\fl,
/»CO

(c) f(x, y) = f(z)P(x, y, z)e~zza dz   for almost every y,
J  — CO
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(d) |sup|/(x,y)||   úAv\\f{y)h,
II X > 0 ¡\p

(e) \\fix,y)\\Pg \\f{y)P\\   for all x > 0,

(f) if f{y) has Laguerre expansion  ~2,anL"{y),  then y_1,2/(y) has Laguerre

expansion

2 -n-"2anLlt\{y).

Theorem 4. If J"eo|/(y)|(log+ \f{y)\)e~yya dy = A is finite, then there exists a

constant C, independent off, such that

(a) lim   ||/(x,y)-/(y)||1 = 0,
x-0 +

(b) ll/OOIIi á C(l-M),
/•oo

(c) f{x, y) = f(z)P(x,yyz)e~3zadz   for almost every y,
J   —  CO

(d) |sup/(x,y)|   g C{X+A),
\\X>0 ||l

(e) \\fix,y)\\iú \\f{y)\\i  for x > 0.

These three theorems are proved in the same way that Theorems 2, 3 and 4 of

[2] were proved. The lemma of this paper is used in place of Lemma 4 of [2] and

facts from [3] about Laguerre series are used instead of the facts used in [2] about

Hermite series. The only real difference occurs in justifying the use of Lemmas 2

and 3 of [2] since a suitable partition of (0, oo) with property A for the weight

function e~yya is needed. For this, use the intervals [2~n~1, 2~n], n = 0, 1, 2,...

and [«,«+1], tj=1,2, .... These clearly have the three required properties for

property A, and if x is in one of these intervals, min {\x, F) is less than or equal to

half the length of the interval. Slight modifications in the rest of the proofs of

Theorems 2, 3 and 4 in [2] now complete the proof of the theorems of this

section.
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